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ABSTRACt: Analyses wcrc nmde It; dclcrnfinc the cause of a stabilily failure of
a 90 ft high, 15 acre ha/.ardous waste landfill in which lateral displacements of up
to 35 ft and vcrlical settlements uf up Io 14 ft wcrc ,ucasurcd. "Fhc failure devel-
oped by sliding along interfaces within the COml~lSitc geusynthctic-compacted-clay
liner system beneath the waste fill. The shear resistances of the different interfaces
in the liner system were determined by dirccl shear and pnlltmt tests as described
in a companion paper (Mitchell ctal. 19901. C<)nvcntiona+l two-dimensional (2D)
stability analyses of representative cross sections and Ihree-dimensional (3D) anal-
yses of the overall waste fill and liner configuration are described. Each type of
analysis was applied to two cases: (!) The "Probable Minimum (Slay/Liner Wet-
ting Case," in which shear along a wetted HDPE liner/compacted clay interface
was assumed to occur only over a small area of the base; and (2) the "Full-Base-
Wetting Case,~ in which the HDPE liner/compacted clay liner interface was as-
sumed to have become "wetted" over the full central base of the fill basin. The
2D stability analyses gave factors of safety of 1.2-1.25 and !. I-1.15 for the min-
imum wetting case and the full base wetting case, respectively, while the 3D anal-
yses yielded values of 1.08 and 1.01 for these two cases. Uncertainties in the
strength parameters and analysis methods Lead to a best estimate of the computed
factor of safety at the time of failure of 0.85-i.25. This provides good agreement
with the observed field performance, and suggests that the techniques used to eval-
uate liner-interface shear strengths and to perform overall stability analyses may
be appropriate for future evaluation of other, similar lined waste-repository fills.

INTRODUCTION

Landfill Unit B-19, covering an area of about 36 acres, forms p
Class I hazardous-waste treatment-and-storage facility at Kettlem~
California. The waste repository essentially consists of a very lar~
shaped bowl excavated in the ground to a depth of about I00 ft, int,
the waste fill is placed. The "bowl" has a nearly horizontal base, ~
slopes of 1 on 2 or 1 on 3. To prevent the escape of hazardous n
into the underlying and surrounding ground, the base and sides of
cavation are lined with a multilayer system of impervious geomen
clay layers and drainage layers. An overall view of the facility as it appeared
on March 15, 1988 after about one year of fill placement is presented in
Fig. 1 of the companion paper by Mitchell et al. (1990).

For operational reasons, the lining of the northern end of the "bowl,"
designated Phase I-A and covering approximately 15 acres, was completed
first, and placement of solid hazardous waste was initiated in this section of
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FIG. 1. Landfill B-19, Phase 1-A Cross Sections C-1/C-2 and Xol/X-2: (a) Plan
View of Lined Repository Basin; (b) Cross Section C-1/C-2 (Schematic); (c) Cross
Section X-l/X-2 (Schematic)
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the facility in c~u-lv 19~7. AI the s:~a~c tin,c, the li~cr systems fl~r olhcr
phrases of the D-o.icct wcrc being cCun~plctcd. A plum view of the Phrase I-A
section of II~c "’bowl’" and rcprcscnt~tivc sections sh~wing thc configuration
of the liner and fill :ts i[ existed on March 19~ 19gg, are shown in Fig. I.

()n Salttrday, March 19, 1998, :~ slope-stability failure occurred that re-
suited in lateral displacements of the surface of the waste fill o1 up to g5 fl
and vc~ic;tl sctIIcmcnts of the surface of thc fill of up to 14 ft. Surface
cracking was clearly visible, as were tears and displacement on the ~xposed
pouions of the liner systc~n (shown in Fig. 2). The prcfailure surface to-
pography, as it existed on March 15, 19gg (fl)ur days bcIbrc the failure) is
shown in Fig. 3(10 and the postfailure toD)graphy is shown in Fig. 3(b).
Vectors showing the directions and magnitudes of the horizontal movements
are shown in Fig. 4. The maximum fill height at the time of failure was
about 90 ft.

Because of the danger of a break having occu~ed in the liner system, a
major investigation was unde~aken to dete~ine both the cause of the failure
and appropriate methods of testing and analysis to preclude the possibility
of simil~ failures at other facilities. The testing, analyses and related studies
made to dete~ine the cause of the failure are the subject of this and a
companion paper (Mitchell et al. 1990). The companion paper contains a
more complete description of the failure and a description of the testing pro-
gram conducted to evaluate the she~ resistances along interfaces in the corn-

FIG. 2. Postfailure Air Photo of Landfill
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FIG?"3,~Surface~Topography of UnitBk19, Phase 1-A Landfilh (a) Presllde To-
pography on March 15, 1988; (b) Postslide Topography
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FIG. 4. Plan View Showing Displacement Vectors Representing Measured Lat-
eral Movements Due to Slide

posite liner system. Conclusions are drawn concerning the properties appro-
priate for evaluation of the waste-landfill stability. In the present paper, these
properties are used in stability analyses to provide a probable explanation
for the cause of the failure and to investigate the applicability of the test
results and analysis procedures for predicting the stability of other waste fills
placed in this type of liner-protected facility.

INTERFACE STRENGTHS IN LINER SYSTEM

The composite flexible-membane-compacted-clay double-liner system un-
der the Phase 1-A portion of the B-19 landfill is described and illustrated in
the companion paper (Mitchell et al. 1990). The system included geotextile
filter fabric, granular leachate-collection layers, plastic geonet-drainage lay-
ers, HDPE (high-density polyethylene) geomembrane liners, and compacted
clay layers.

There was some wetting of the compacted clay. by rainfall during con-
struction and fill placement, and there was some consolidation of the clay
during the period of waste-fill placement. Since the waste fill was relatively
dry, the regular pumping of water from the leachate-col[ection system can
be interpreted as indicating that the placement conditions, combined with
the environmental conditions and the pressure of the waste deposit, had led
to a condition of essentially full saturation of the compacted base-liner clay,
at least over some portion of the base of the ill[, sometime after fill place-
ment had started. As a result, it was necessary to investigate a large number
of interface conditions existing within the liner system to determine the most
critical surfaces from a stability point of view.

These studies (Mitchell et al. 1990) led to the ~conclusion that the critical
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TABLE 1. Liner Interface Shear Strengths Used for Analyses of Slope Failure

Dry interlace
Interlace components conditions

(1) (2)
IH)PI{. lincr/gcolcxtilc
I II)i’E lincr/gconct
HDPE liner/clay (presoaked, UU)
Values used for analysis

do, ~ 9<’ +_ I°

do, ~ 8.5o +_ ~o

do,= 8.5°

Submerged interlace
conditions

(3)

"r, = 900 psf ± 250 psi

= 8.0° or T, = 9(X) psi

"Not available.

interfaces within the liner system, as indicated by the testing program, were
as follows:

1. Between HDPE liner and geotextile layer.
2. Between HDPE liner and geonet layer,
3. Between HDPE liner and compacted clay layer.

The relevant angles of friction or interface-shear strengths determined by the
testing program for these three interface combinations are summarized in
Table 1. On this basis, values of interface-shear strengths considered ap-
propriate for analyses of the slope failure of March 19, 1988 were:

¯ For "dry" liner-interface conditions, the assumed representative value of
the sloping sides of the waste fill basin was qb~ = 8.5°.

¯ For "submerged" or at least moist liner-interface conditions, the assumed
representative value for most of the nearly level base of the waste-fill basin
(grade = 2%) was ~ ~ 8° where frictional resistance controls the location
of the critical sliding surface.

¯ For "submerged" liner interface conditions ia zones in which apparent wetting
of the clay liner occurred, a value of "[’r ~ 900 psf (for zones of high fill
overburden where "rr = 900 psf represents a more critical failure mecha-
nism than dO~ ~- 8°) was assumed.

SLOPE-STABILITY ANALYSES

Fig. 5 shows a plan view of the Kettleman Hills Unit B-19, Phase I-A
landfill for the conditiofis existing on March 15, 1988, shortly before the
observed slope failure of March 19, 1988. This topography represents a sim-
plification of the more detailed topographical contour map presented in Fig.
3(a).

To understand the mechanisms involved in the observed sliding of March
19, 1988, it is necessary to examine the configuration of the underlying
multilayer liner system as well as the surface landfill contours and config-
uration. Fig. 5 shows the principal preslide surface topography, and also
(with dashed lines) the princi-pal grade breaks in the underlying liner system.
The Phase I-A landfill represented a partial infilling of a bowl-shaped, lined
basin (see Fig. 1). The sides and base of the basin were lined with the mul-
tilayer liner system and were thus subject to potential shear slippage in view
of the low liner interface-shear strengths.
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FIG. 5. Plan View of Landfill Showing Locations of Cross Sections A-l/A-2 through
F-l/F-2

The nearly level base of-the fill basin sloped at a slight grade of approx-
imately 2% toward .a leachate sump and collection system. The faces of.the
liner system at the sides of the fill basin were inclined at slopes of approx-
imately 2:1 (horizontal:vertical) on the west, northwest and north sides of
the fill basin, and at approximately 3:1 on the east side of the fill basin.
The surface of the waste fill itself was highest at the northwest end of the
fill basin, with a nearly level surface that extended to approximately the
middle of the Phase I-A basin and then descended to the base of the fill
basin with a sloping face traversed by two roads or bench cuts, as shown
in Fig. 5. The average slope of this southeastern fill face is approximately
3: 1. The landfill surface also descended with a sloping face toward the east
face of the lined basin in order to accommodate an access road that entered
the landfill area at the north comer of the lined fill basin and descended to
the southeastern toe of the landfill along the contact between the eastern fill
toe and the east face of the lined fill basin. The maximum depth of the waste
fill occurred near the center of the base of the lined basin, at the top of the
southeast-sloping fill face. The fill depth was on the order of 90 ft at this
location.

PROPERTIES USED IN STABILITY ANALYSES

All stability analyses performed as part of these studies were based on an
assumed unit weight of ~, = 110 lb/cu ft for the waste landfill, which had.
been indicated as a reasonable average for the wastes and soil cover placed
in the repository. All principal sliding surfaces were considered to occur
within the multilayer liner system underlying the waste fill. since the foun-
dation soil at the site was much stronger than the critical liner-system in-
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TABLE 2.

Inlerface Iocalion

.Sh)pinB sides <)f Ih)cd basin

Nearly level hast ol Imcd basin

Liner-Interface Combinations and Shear-Strength Parameters

Interface shear-strength parameter
(2)

+, ~ 8.5°
~, ~ 8° or % ~ 9(X) psi

terraces. Accordingly, it was not necessary to develop accuraIe estimates of
shcar-strcngfl~ parameters |k)r either the waste-fill deposit or the underlying
natural ground.

Shear-strength parameters for the failure planes within the multilayer liner
system underlying the sides and base of the waste fill were selected based
on the laboratory investigations described by Mitchell ct al. (1990) and sum-
marized in Table l. Based on direct shear and pullout-box tests of various
liner-interface combinations, the shear-strength parameters considered ap-
propriate for stability analyses are given in Table 2.

The residual friction angle of ~b, ~ 8.5° used for the side slopes represents
interface shear under nonsaturated-intefface conditions, along either an HDPE
liner/geotextile interface or an HDPE liner/geonet interface.

At the base of the lined basin, two different interface sliding mechanisms
are hypothesized, and either may be more critical than the other depending
on fill overburden and assumptions regarding "wetting" of the HDPE liner/
compacted clay liner interface. One possible critical base-interface sliding
mechanism consists of sliding on either an HDPE liner/geonet interface or
an HDPE liner/geotextile interface. For either of these two interface com-
binations, a representative residual friction angle is qb~ ~ 8°. This represents
the most critical shear-failure mechanism at the base of the lined fill basin
in all areas where the HDPE liner/compacted clay liner interface did not
become "wetted" during liner construction or subsequent waste fill place-
ment. This frictional base-shear mechanism will also represent the most crit-
ical shear-failure mechanism, even in zones where HDPE liner/compacted
clay liner interface "wetting" did occur, so long as the waste-fill overburden
stress is less than approximately 6,400 psf, at which point the interface-shear
resistance due to a residual friction angle of 8° is equal to the residual strength
of a "wetted" HDPE liner/compacted clay liner interface (% ~ 900 psf) as
determined by

<ru- tan d0~ = "r .................................................. (la)

(6,400 psf)-tan 8° = 900 psf ..................................... (lb)

Based on an assumed unit weight of 110 lb!cu r2 an overlying waste-fill
height of approximately 58 ft is necessary to produce an overburden stress
of 6,400 psf. Accordingly, a residual friction angle of qb~ ~ 8° represents
the most critical potential shear-failure mechanism at the base of the lined
fill basin: (1) In zones where no "wetting" of the HDPE liner/compacted
clay liner interface occurred; and (2) in zones where the thickness of the
overlying waste fill was less than 58 ft. Based on the test results reported
previously, a residual shear strength of % ~ 900 psf, representing shear along
a "wetted" HDPE liner/compacted clay liner interface, was considered to
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rePresenl Ihe mosl crilical polenlial shear-failure mechanism a!
lhe lined fill basin in zones where two condilions were bolh reel:
linB" of lhe Hi)P!~. Ih~er/compacled clay liner inlerface occurred~ and (?)
(he thickness of {he overlying, waste fill was ~reater IIlal) ~ fl.

It should be noted that HDPE liner/compacted clay liner interface tests
under presoaked, unconsolidated-undrained conditions have been interpreted
as a measure of the shear resistance developed at the in(eFface. I{

Sump

Zone of
Assumed
Welled Cloyl HDI~
Liner Inlerfoce
Sheor Slippoge

FIG. 6. Plan Views of Landfill Showing Range of Zones of "Base Wetting" As-
sumed for Analyses: (a) Probable Minimum Clay Liner Wetting Case (b) Full-Base-
Wetting Case
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tim! the resinlance to sliding on a plane totally wilhin tim presoaked clay was
less lhan Ihc inlcrl]icc value. If lhis wcrc the case, failure would have de-
ycleped ill Ihcsc icsls iilolig a plallC adjaccnl Io Ihc inlcrfacc ralhcl lhall al
Ihc iUlcl’l]lcc, and Ihc ulcastircd slrcnglh of tlb(itll ~J(~l psi ~tltiltl bc rcprc-
scnlalivc of failure Ihroti~h Ihc soaked clay adiaccni io lh0 inlcrl]icc. Thus
Ihc nloasuicd slrcnglh of aboul 900 psf is rcprcsc~lalivc of cilhcr of lhcsc
possible failure n~cchanisin~ under those icsi conditions.

li should also bc holed lhal a atilnbcr of illochanisins C:l~ ho hypolhcsizcd
as possibly resulting in "’wcliia~" of lho HDP[ Iincr/compacicd clay liner
inlcrfacc. "Fhcsc include rainfall during liner placement, squeezing of water
from lhc liner clay itself during consolidation under the fill overburden pres-
sures, and/or wetting associated with water pending in ihe vicinity of lhe
ieachate collection system sump. As it is not possible io reliably predicl the
actual extent of HDPE liner/compacted clay liner interface wetiing that oc-
cu~ed, all stability analyses were perfo~ed for two possible cases. The first
of these was a "Probable Minimum Clay Liner Wetting Case" involving
wetting of the HDPE liner/compacted clay liner interface only in the vicinity
of the leachate-collection sump, as illustrated in Fig. 6(a). The "wetted"
zone shown in this figure represents the probable minimum zone of HDPE
liner/compacted clay liner interface wetting based on records of leachate-
pending levels in the sump. The "wetted" HDPE liner/compacted clay liner
interface-shear strength of m, = 9~ psf would represent the most critical
shear-failure mechanism within this wetted zone only to the noah of the
second (upper) access road across the southeast face of the waste fill, as the
fill depth to the south of this road is less than 58 ft.

The second case analyzed was the "Full-Base-Wetting Case," involving
wetting over the full base of the lined waste basin, but not the sloping sides
of the basin. This co~esponds to the "worst case" or most critical probable
conditions. For the Full-Base-Wetting Case, the "wetted" HDPE liner/com-
pacted clay liner interface shear strength of m, - 900 psf would again rep-
resent the most critical potential shear-failure mechanism only to the noah
of the second (upper) access road across the southeast face of the waste fill
[as shown in Fig. 6(b)], as the fill depth to the south of this road is less
than 58 ft.

Two-DIMENSIONAL STABILITY ANALYSES

Probable Minimum Clay/Liner Wetting Case
Ten representative cross sections were selected for stability analysis. Six

of these sections were located as shown in plan view in Fig. 5. These six
cross sections, Sections A-I/A-2 through F-l/F-2, are shown in Fig. 7. The
cross sections through the central portions of the landfill (Sections B-i/B-
2, C-1/C-2, and D-I/D-2) are characterized by an active wedge or driving
block at the northwest end of each cross section [see for example Block #1
in Fig. 7(b)l, and a passive resisting block at the southeast end [see [or
example Block #2 in Fig. 7(b)l. It may be noted that the section of the
passive block between sections XX and YY in Figs, 7(b), (c), and (d), be-
comes significantly smaller in moving from Section B-I,/B-2 through C-l/
C-2 and D-I/D-2, resulting in progressively decreasing passive resistance
to sliding. At the northeast and southwest sides of the landfill, the cross
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14

(c)

FIG. 7. Kettleman Hills Unit B-19, Phase 1-A Landfill: (a) Cross Section A-l/A-
2; (b) Cross Section B-l/B-2; (c) Cross Section C-1/C-2; (d)Cross Section D-l/
D-2; (e) Cross Section E-l/E-2; (f) Cross Section F-l/F-2
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rcsisling blocks al Ihc loc of Ihc driving wcdgcn. Section I:-I/F-2, as shown
in Figs. 5 alld ~(.[’). has essentially no passivc block.

Tim analyses wcrc based on conventional l~u-ce-equilibrium methods. The
use of a recital bounda~ between the active wedges and passive blocks
was based on observations of the actual field fitilure conditions: the obse~ed
surface cracks (shown clearly in Fig. 2) fl)nncd almost directly above the
toes ol~ the active driving masses and thus represent near-vertical shear planes
at this contact between the ~ctivc wedges and passive blocks. In all analyses,
the inclination of the resultant force between the active, or driving, wedges
and the resisting passive block was assumed to be inclined at 20° to the
horizontal~ as shown in Figs. 7(a)-(f). This assmnption is justified on the
basis that the assumption of horizontal side forces gives safety factors that
may be up to 15% too low and that the failure topography shows clearly
that the active block dropped relative to the resisting block. Assumption of
an obliquity of the resultant of 20° to the nodal is not unreasonable for
such a case.

For the Probable Minimum Clay/Liner Wetting ~ase, in which "wetting"
of the HDPE liner/compacted clay liner interface was assumed to occur only
near the leachate sump [as shown in Fig. 6(a)], the shear resistance within
the multilayer liner system was taken as +~ = 8.5° on the sloping sides of
the lined fill basin, and as +r = 8° at the nearly level base of the basin,
except in the "wetted" zone ne~ the leachate sump and noah of the upper
access road on the southeast face of the waste fill. In this localized ~ea,
the liner-intefface-she~ resistance was t~en as ~, = 9~ psf.

Fig. 8 shows the results of these stability analyses for six cross sections
under Probable Minimum Clay/Liner Wetting Case conditions. As shown
in this figure, Sections A-l/A-2, B-I/B-2, and C-1/C-2, which together
represent more than half of the overall waste-fill mass, all have Calculated
factors of safety of F.SI = 1.33 to 1.36. Conditions become somewhat less
stable towed the southwest side of the landfill, and Section D-I/D-2 has a
calculated factor of safety of F.S. = 1.07. It is only at the extreme southwest
side of the landfill that factors of safety of less than 1.0 are calculated; the
computed factor of safety for Sections E-I/E-2 and F-I/F-2, are F.S. =
0.85 and 0.8l, respectively. As the factors of safety for Sections E-I/E-2
and F-I/F-2 are only slightly less than 1.0, and as these two sections rep-
resent only a ve~ small poaion of the overall waste-fill mass, it appe~s
unlikely that these two sections could trigger a progressive slope failure be-
ginning at the southwest end of the landfill. This is pa~icularly so in view
of the fact that analyses of all six cross sections were based on residual
strengths, so that consideration of the effects of strain-softening along the
failure surfaces, necessa~ for progressive failures of this type, is already
included in the computed factors of safe~y. By weighting each plane-section
factor of safety shown in Fig. 8 in propo~ion to the mass of the fill near
the plane that might be considered "tributa~" to the plane section, the factor
of safety of the overall fill mass can then be estimamd to be on the order
of F.S. ~ 1.15 to 1.25.

The results of similar analyses for six planar sections, including two of
¯ e sections previously discuss~, S~tions A-I/A-2 ~d B-I/B-2, ~ shown
in Fig. 9. The overall factor of safety is about the same as that dete~ined
for the nonplanar sections. I~ would ap~ar from theseresults for the Prob-
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FIG. 8. Results of Two-Dimensional Slope-Stability Analyses of Sections A-1/A.,
2 through F-l/F-2 for Probable Minimum Base Wetting Case Conditions and Full-
Base-Wetting Case Conditions

able Minimum Clay/Liner Wetting Case conditions, based on the use of
interface-shear strengths developed by the laboratory investigations per-
formed as part of these studies and the analysis approach described above,
that the slope is stable.

Full-Base-Wetting Case
For the Full-Base-Wetting Case, shear failure was assumed to occur on a

"wetted" HDPE liner/compacted clay liner interface with a-, ~ 900 psf over
the full central base of the Unit B-19, Phase I-A landfill, as shown in Fig.
6(b). The shear resistance within the liner system over the remainder of the
nearly level base of the fill basin was taken as o’N tan +, where qb, = 8°.
The shear resistance within the liner system on the sloping sides of the lined
fill basin was again taken as +~ = 8.5°.

Fig. 8 also shows the results of stability analyses for Full-Base-Wetting
Case conditions for the same six cross sections considered previously. The
calculated factors of safety for Sections A-1/A-2, E-1/E-2, and F-1/F-2 are
essentially unchanged from those calculated previously for the Probable Min-
imum Clay/Liner Wetting Case conditions, because they are negligibly af-
fected by the assumed larger zone of "wetted" HDPE liner/compacted clay
liner failure surface. The three centrally located cross sections, which tra-
verse the enlarged zone of "wetted" HDPE liner/compacted clay liner in-
terface-shear failure.assumed for this Full-Base-Wetting Case, show reduc-
tions in their calculated factors of safety. The resulting factors of safety for
Sections B-I/B-2, C-1/C-2, and D-I/D-2 are F.S. = 1.10, 1.07, and 0.97,
respectively.
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FIG. 9. Results of Two-Dimensional Slope-Stability Analyses of Sections A-l/A-
2, B-l/B-2, and G-l/G-2 through K-l/K-2 for Probable Minimum Base Wetting Case
Conditions and Full-Base-Wetting Case Conditions

As shown in Fig. 8, for the six cross sections considered, the calculated
factors of safety generally decrease from northeast to southwest across the
fill for Full-Base-Wetting Case conditions. The calculated factors of safety
are greater than 1.0 for the four sections (Sections A-I/A-2 through D-l/
D-2) representing the northeast and central portions of the waste fill, though
for the centrally located Sections B- 1/B-2 through. D- I/D-2, the calculated
factors of safety are significantly less than for the Probable Minimum Clay/
Liner Wetting Case.

As the factors of safety for Sections E-1/E-2 and F-I/F-2 are only slightly
less than 1.0, and as these two sections represent only a very small portion
of the overall waste-fill mass, it again appears unlikely that these two sec-
tions could trigger a progressive failure, particularly because (1) These anal-
yses are once again based on residual liner-interface-shear strengths; and (2)
the more stable cross sections A-I/A-2, B-I/B-2 and C-1/C-2 represent
significantly more than half of the overall waste-fill mass. Although these
two-dimensional analyses of six representative cross sections for Full-Base-
Wetting Case conditions result in the calculation of somewhat lower factors
of safety than did the analyses described for the Probable Minimum Base
Wetting Case conditions, they do not appear to represent a clear condition
of overall slope instability. Based on the calculated factors of safety for the
six cross sections shown in Fig. 8, the factor of safety of the overall fill
mass might be estimated to be on the order of F.S. ~ !. 1. This factor of
safety, though low, is based on residual interface-shear strength for "worst
case" possible wetting conditions, and .is not clearly indicative of a level of
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shape inslabilily lha! could rcsull in thc observed shape displaccmcnls of up
to 35 fl thai occtlrrc(l.

Similar resulls are shown in Fig. 9 I¢w six planar cross seclions Ihmugh
Ihe fill. Once again, the results of the analyses of lhe planar sections are
very similar Io the results of the analyses of lhe nonplanar sections.

In addition Io the computed factors of safely, other aspecls of the results
of the two-dimensional stability analyses are as follows:

I. Near the southwest side of the landfill, computed factors of safety are sig-
nificantly less than those near the northeast side, suggesting that failure may have
been initiated along the southwest side and propagated by a progressive tearing
or dragging effect to the northeast side of the fill; these movements could also
have led to some tendency for horizontal rotation of the slide mass, reducing
lateral pressure within the fill near the northeast side.

2. The factors of safety for nonplanar sections (in plan) near the southwest
side are in some cases lower than those for plane sections through the fill parallel
to the main direction of sliding, suggesting that movements may not have oc-
curred in a single direction within the slide mass.

3. The fanning out of the zones of the driving mass behind the passive re-
sisting zone, together with the clearly weak condition at the southwest boundary
suggests that three-dimensional analytical studies may provide a better indication
of the actual factor of safety against sliding in this case.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL STABILITY ANALYSES

The fact that the side slopes of 1 on 2, or 26.6°, on the southwest and
northwest sides of the basin and 1 on 3, or 18.4°, on the northeast side are
considerably greater than the critical underlying liner-interface-friction angle
of 8.5° is significant. It means that fill on the sides must rely on the resis-
tance provided along the base for support. Any component of this downslope
force that acts in the direction of potential sliding of the mass on the base
will contribute to instability. Similarly, it can be envisioned that "squeezing"
forces applied by the fill masses overlying the inclined sides of the lined fill
basin might, through Poisson-type effects, act to promote instability at the
central toe of the waste-fill mass. Such conditions coul-d lead to a situation
wherein the three-dimensional factor of safety is less than that computed for
the two-dimensional case, a situation that has not been reported heretofore
for geotechnical stability problems. No generally applicable methods for the
three-dimensional analysis of the stability of systems such as that at Kettle-
man Hills have been developed and verified. Two approaches were used in
the present study to investigate potential three-dimensional effects.

Multiple Block Analysis Force-Equilibrium Approach
A convenient three-dimensional-analysis approach for the type of config-

uration of slip surfaces and fill geometry involved in the Kettleman Hills
Phase I-A waste-fill facility is to divide the overall fill into a series of five
blocks as shown in Fig. 10, to consider the equilibrium of each block-and
the boundary stresses developed between blocks, and finally to resolve all
forces in the anticipated directed of sliding to evaluate the potential for slid-
ing of the entire system. In this method of analysis, forces can be balanced
for each individual block and for the overall system to establish the factor.
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FIG. 10. Plan View of Landfill Showing Five Block Masses Used for Three-Di-
mensional Force-Equilibrium Stability Analyses, and Resulting Critical Sliding Di-
rection

of safety against failure of the complete system of blocks acting as a unit.
Analyses were made by this approach, using the system of five blocks as

shown in Fig. 10 and the same properties as those discussed previously for
the two-dimensional analyses. Boundaries between blocks were again as-
sumed to be vertical. Lateral forces acting on these boundaries were assumed
to be horizontal, and no lateral shear forces were applied at the vertical
interblock boundaries, only normal forces. These assumptions were made to
render the analysis determinate.

The analysis was performed by first selecting an assumed direction of
lateral translation of the overall system (all five "blocks" were assumed to
translate in the same lateral direction). A "trial" factor of safety (FS) was
then assumed, and all shear forces on the bases of the five blocks were then
taken as

(cb.~,)(A b.~ )
Tb~ = (Nb.~)(tan d~.) + ................................ (2)

FS

where T = total base shear force mobilized; Nb,~ = total base normal force;
tan d~,, = (tan d0u,~)/FS, where d0,,,~ = +r for the critical liner interface; cu,~
= c, for the critical liner interface; A~,,~ = total base surface area; and FS
= factor of safety. As the vertical interblock-boundary forces had no vertical
component, the system could then be analyzed by considering vertical equi-
librium for each of the five individual "blocks" or masses, and overall lateral
equilibrium of the total five-block system in the assumed direction of sliding.
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This required ilcralion of the "trial" factor of s:ll-cty I~ achieve ou~vcrgcncc.
°l’hc ("converged") factor of safely was determined by Ihis procedure for a
nnmbcr of diffcren! asstnncd directions of sliding in order to find the most
critical sliding direction and the associated most critical (lowest) factor of
safety for both the Probable Minimum Base Wetting Case conditions and
the Full-Base-Wetting Case conditions. The resulting computed factors of
safety wcrc for the Probable Minimum Base Wetting Case conditions, FS
= I. 14; and for the Full-Base-Wetting Case conditions, FS = 1.06. These
values arc somewhat lower than the overall factors of safety estimated from
the results of the two-dimensional stability analyses, it is interesting to note
that these force-equilibrium analyses show the most critical potential sliding
direction (the assumed direction of sliding that results in the lowest calcu-
lated overall factor of safety) to be in close agreement with the actual ob-
served direction of sliding, as shown in Figs. 4 and 10.

However, while this method of analysis offers the advantage of being an-
alytically "correct" and statically determinate from a force-equilibrium point
of view and is, therefore, in principle readily reproducible, it is not clear
that this analysis, which requires the entire fill to undergo the same lateral
translation (while behaving as essentially rigid block masses), meets the re-
quirements of kinematic compatibility associated with the actual mode of
failure, which probably involved some out-of-plane movements and some
degree of progressive failure. For this reason, an alternative approach was
also considered.

MULTIPLE BLOCK ANALYSES ALLOWING FOR DIFFERENTIAL
MOVEMENTS OF SLIDE MASS

In an attempt to obtain some estimate of the possible magnitude of other
kinematic conditions on the computed stability of the waste fill, analyses
were made for multiblock systems giving some consideration to possible
nonuniform directions of potential sliding of the blocks. All of these types
of analyses involve some degree of judgment and they do not necessarily
result in the full satisfaction of overall force-equilibrium conditions. How-
ever, since this situation is considered acceptable to some degree in some
widely used methods of two-dimensional slope-stability analyses, explora-
tory analyses were made to determine the type of results that might be ob-
tained using such an approach for the Kettleman Hills landslide. The type
of effects involved in such an approach are illustrated schematically in Fig.
1 l(a). As illustrated in this figure, it might be visualized that driving forces
promoting overall slope instability were generated by the "active" waste-fill
masses overlying the sloping liner faces on the north and northwest sides of
the landfill; however, additional "active" driving forces might also be gen-
erated along the east and west sides of the fill mass. All of these "active"
driving forces could then be considered to have converged on the central
waste-fill mass overlying the nearly level base of the fill basin, where they
were resisted by "passive" resisting forces due to shear strength mobilized
at the base of this central waste-fill-mass.

For a three-dimensional analysis of this type, the Phase I-A landfill was
subdivided by vertical planes into !1 "blocks" or masses, as shown in Fig.
11 (b). Also shown on this figure are dashed lines representing the six cross
sections analyzed previously using two-dimensional force-equilibrium meth-
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FIG. 11. (a) Schematic Illustration of Three-Dimensional Failure Mechanism; and
(b) Results of Multiblock Analysis
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(~ds. The oricnlaIiou or "sense’" ~1 lhc aclivc driving-mass I~rccs and ~1
passive resisting-mass forces were, iu most places, considered ~o ch~xclv
parallel to ihc orientalions of lhc aclivc and passive l~rccs acliug o~ Ihc six
nonplanar cross sections analyzed previously (as shown in Figs. 5 aml
InIerbiock contac{ l~rces acting on Ihe veMical bouudaries bclwecu acIivc
driving masses and passive resisting masses were agahl considered to be
inclined aI 20° lo the horizontal, as in the two-dimensi<mal analyses de-
scribed previously. As relaIively small shear slmnglhs (less lhau ~ =
ps0 were necessaW Io transmit side shear forces across ~hese inIerblock
boundaries, it was no{ necessaW Io make an accurate assessment of {he shear
strength of the waste fill.

Fig. 1 l(b) shows the results of such an analysis for the Phase I-A landfill
under Probable Minimum Clay/Liner Wetting Case conditions. As shown
in this figure, the estimated overall factor of safety for the whole waste fill
mass is F.S. - 0.96, which is about 20% lower than the factor of safety
estimated on the basis of the two-dimensional (2D) analyses of six repre-
sentative cross sections using the same liner-interface-shear-strength p~am-
eters, and about 15% lower than the factor of safety computed by the three-
dimensional force-equilibrium analyses. However, the analysis results do not
perfectly satisfy overall translational equilibMum requirements. To w~ectly
satisfy translational equilibrium, the sum of the force vectors acting on the
basal sliding planes underlying each of the 11 fill blocks should be a single
force vector, ~ectly ve~ical and equal in magnitude to the overall weight
of the fill mass. The actual summed base forces produce a "resultant" force
vector that is not quite ve~ical: the ve~ical resultant is approximately 2%
less than the total fill weight, and there ~e ho~zontal resultant components
equal to approximamly 3.7% of the total fill weight in the direction of sliding
and 1.5% in the direction o~hogonal to the direction of sliding. While these
unbalanced forces may appe~ small, the analytical results ~e cle~ly sen-
sitive to the magnitude of unbalanced forces considered to be acceptable in
any given case. Neve~heless the approach does lead to a v~ing factor of
safety across the width of ,the fill mass, with the lowest stability occumng
at the southwest side of the fill mass, which seems to be in beRer accord
with the obse~ed mode of failure than the development of a single factor
of safety for the sysmm as a whole.

The significance of these effects in engineering analysis is cle~ly a matmr
of enginee~ng judgment. The situation is fu~her complicated by the fact
that the assumption of horizontal interblock side forces in the five-block
"rigid block" force-equilibdum analyses desc~bed earlier is likely to have
resulted in a somewhat lower factor of safety than would have been calcu-
lated based on assumed inclined-side forces. Unfo~unately, as the inclina-
tion of these side forces m~es the problem indete~inate, it cannot be de-
finitively dete~ed to what extent ~e hodzont~-side-force assumptmn ~fects
the factor of safety calculated. After consideration of these issues and the
need to satisfy the "statics" of the problem and at the same time to consider
more flexibility than is provided by three-dimensional force-equilibrium
analyses of essentially rigid bl~k masses, it was the judgment of the writers
that a reasonable allowance for effects not considered in the rigorous force-
equilibrium approach might be about 5%, and that the results dete~ined by
the (five block) force-equilibrium approach could appropriately be reduced
by this amount for engineering-evaluation pu~oses. This leads to factors of
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l}ase WcllinB (~:+tsc condition, I++S := l.(IH: and l:ull-l+asc-Wctliu~ (.’asc con+
<+liliou, I+’Y; ~ I+()I. (’Icarly, olhcr engineers may amvc al other values
makinB judgments of this type, but this aspect of the problem does not
pear to be a critical matter in the present case.

SUMMARY OF STABILITY-ANALYSIS RESULTS

Two types of stability analyses were performed an pan of this investiga-
tion: conventional two-dimensional stability analyses of nine representative
cross sections and three-dimensional analyses of the overall waste-fill and
liner configuration. Each type of analysis was applied to two cases" First,
the Probable Minimum Clay/Liner Wetting Case, in which shear failure ahmg
a "wetted" HDPE liner/compacted clay liner interface was considered to
occur only over a small area in the vicinity of the leachate sulnp [as shown
in Fig. 6(a)]; and second, the Full-Base-Wetting Case, in which the HDPE
liner/compacted clay liner was assumed to have become "wetted" over the
full central base of the fill basin [as shown in Fig. 6(b)]. It is not presently
known over what area "wetting" of the HDPE liner/compacted clay liner
interface actually occurred, but these two cases might be considered to rep-
resent a reasonable range of likely effects of wetting on this interface. The
results of these stability analyses are summarized in Table 3.

Liner-interface-shear-strength parameters used for all analyses were based
on laboratory investigations described in the companion paper by Mitchell
et al. (1989). For the Probable Minimum Clay/Liner Wetting Case, the shear
resistance within the multilayer liner system was taken as +,. - 8.5° on the
sloping sides of the lined fill basin, and as do,. = 8° over the nearly level
base of the basin except in the "wetted" zone near the leachate sump and
north of the upper access road on the southeast face of the waste fill [as
shown in Fig. 6(a)]. In this localized area, the liner-interface-shear resistance
was taken as % - 900 psf. For the Full-Base-Wetting Case, shear failure
was assumed to occur on a "wetted" HDPE liner/compacted clay liner in-
terface with "r,_ + 900 psf over the central base of the Unit B-19, Phase I-
A landfill, as shown in Fig. 6(b). The shear resistance within the liner sys-
tem over the remainder of the nearly level base of the fill basin was taken
as dO, = 8". The shear resistance within the liner system on the sloping sides
of the lined fill basin was again taken as dO+ - 8.5°.

As shown in Table 3, the results of these stability analyses for conditions

TABLE 3. Summary of the Results of Stability Analyses of the Unit B-19, Phase
I-A Landfill

Base liner conditions
(1)

Probable minimum clay/liner
wetting case

Fu ll-base-wetting-case

(2D analyses)
(2)

1.2 to 1.25"
1+1 to 1.15"

Factor of Safety

(319 analyses)
(3)

I .08
1.01

Overall best
estimate

(4)

~-0.95 to 1.25
=t).85 to I ¯15

+Estimated.
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rcprcsculing a rcasCmablc range ol l-ll)lq’~ liner/clay liner "’wclling’" condi-
lions dillZ’r by only abCmt I(1%. "l’his is Iruc for b¢~lh ihc 21) and 31) slabilily
analyses. "l’hus, il may be concluded lhal allhough welling of the Itl)1’1"~
liner/compacted clay liner interface may have coulribulcd iu some minor
way to the observed slope failure of March 19, 198g, it is probable thai a
slope failure of this type would have occurred al aboul this same stage of
fill placement regardless of the actual extent of wetting of Ibis clay/liner
interface.

As shown in "Fable 3, the factors of safety based on 3D stability analyses
are approximately 10-15% lower than those based on 2D analyses of rep-
resentative cross sections, indicating the apparent significance of three-di-
mensional effects in this case.

While the results of the analyses indicate a factor of safety in the range
of about 1.0 l to 1.08, it is important to note that there are a number of areas
of uncertainty in the computed values, the primary ones being:

¯ The fact that the angles of friction of the liner-system components used
in the analysis have a possible error of +-10%.

¯ The fact that three-dimensional analyses involve some degree of engi-
neering judgment and probably have a level of uncertainty of about +- 10%.

¯ The fact that the shear resistance developed at the HDPE liner/compacted
clay interface in the liner system may have been different from that used
in the analyses by -+25%.

Other minor areas of uncertainty with regard to the geometry of the landfill/
liner system also exist. In the writers’ judgment, consideration of these areas
of uncertainty leads to the conclusion that engineering estimates of the factor
of safety of the landfill/liner system at the time of failure are of the order
of F.S. -~ 0.85 to 1.25, as indicated in Table 3.

CONCLUSION

The use of liner-interface-shear strengths measured in the laboratory-test
program (Mitchell et al. 1990) in conjunction with three-dimensional sta-
bility-analysis methods can provide results in good agreement with the fail-
ure that occurred at the Kettleman Hills facility. This evaluation of the cause
of the slide movements suggests the following approaches for the design of
other facilities:

¯ The variations in measured interface-shear-strength parameters for various
liner-system interfaces indicate the desirability of performing similar test
programs for proposed new facilities to establish design parameters until
such time as more data and experience are available.

¯ Special consideration in the design process is needed in dealing with low
strength liner systems to consider possible three-dimensional effects which
may have a significant impact on the overall system stability during the
placement of waste fill.
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